LEARN HOW MUCH YOU KNOW ABOUT YOUR TAXES!
Are you sure you’re taking advantage of every legal deduction, credit, loophole, and strategy
the Tax Code offers you, your business, and your investments?
Or are you missing opportunities that can cost you thousands in wasted tax?
Take this survey, and together, we’ll determine how valuable our tax-planning service might
be!
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DIANE GARDNER, EA, CTC
WWW.TAXCOACH4YOU.COM
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I have a “rock-solid” tax plan that takes
advantage of every opportunity the law allows.
My current tax professional regularly brings me
ideas for saving tax.
Business
I understand why my business is organized the
way it is (e.g., proprietorship, partnership, SCorp, etc.)
My business structure complements my future
exit strategy (e.g., sale, transfer to my partners,
transfer to my children.)
Benefits
I have thoroughly evaluated my business’s
benefit plans and how they work together.
My retirement plan meets my needs for current
tax breaks and long-term investment growth.
I have a plan to navigate the “Obamacare” rules.
My employees understand the value of their
benefits.
Investments
I understand how each of my investments is
taxed and how it contributes to my overall
portfolio tax burden.
I have carefully considered which investments
belong in taxable accounts and which
investments belong in tax-advantaged accounts.
I have a plan for maximizing the value of any
long-term capital loss carry-forwards.
I understand the rules governing “passive”
income and losses and have a plan to avoid
“suspended” losses.
Charitable
I understand how to maximize the value of my
cash and non-cash charitable contributions.
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How did you do on the survey?
Don't feel overwhelmed if you weren't sure how to answer all the questions or what some of
the Statements meant. The survey is to help you understand what areas of tax law there are
and what possible tax write offs are available to you.
The more you know, the better a tax coach can help inform you, so you can make the best
decisions possible concerning your finances and tax returns!
Email me your filled out survey at diane@taxcoach4you.com, so I can help you understand
more about taxes. I guarantee, I can find ways to save you money!

Diane Gardner, EA, CTC

www.taxcoach4you.com
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